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Abstract: This paper presents a traffic light system based on wireless communication that provides
a support infrastructure for intelligent control in the context of smart cities and aerotropolis areas.
An aerotropolis is a metropolitan subregion with an infrastructure centered an airport. Traffic intensity
is increasing all over the world. Intelligent dynamic traffic light system control is being sought to
replace classic conventional manual and time-based systems. In this work, a wireless sensor network
is designed and implemented to feed real-time data into an intelligent traffic light system control.
A physical prototype is implemented for experimental validation outside the laboratory environment.
The physical prototype shows robustness against unexpected issues and local failures. The results
are positive in terms of the scope of experience gained, and there is potential for these tests to be
extended to larger areas.

Keywords: metropolitan area networks; communication systems; traffic control; networked control
systems; aerotropolis

1. Introduction

In large cities and cities in which the metropolitan area has a percentage of its infrastructure
and economy centered around an airport (aerotropolis) [1], a large percentage of the population
travels the streets. Traffic jams are frequent [2,3] and contribute to lower efficiency in people’s work.
The objectives of airport and surface transportation planning objectives are to ensure maximal access
to airports and business sites with minimal time and cost. In the aerotropolis model, the time and
cost of connectivity supersede space and distance as the primary planning metrics. It is not the speed,
but the time required for aerotropolis firms to connect to their suppliers, customers, and enterprise
partners that is important [1,4]. Synergy between airports and urban development is necessary for
sustainable development, such as through improvement of the urban surface transport capacity [5,6].

To deal with this problem, the most natural solution is to build new roads, but this is generally
unfeasible in urban areas due to the presence of existing buildings, which makes the construction of
these new roads very expensive or even impossible [7]. Hence, traffic density keeps increasing at an
alarming rate in major cities, which calls for the development of intelligent traffic light control to replace
the conventional manual and time-based methods [8]. To ease this problem and improve mobility,
safety, and traffic efficiency, many countries are improving their existing transportation systems [9].
Traffic signal control systems can be either static or dynamic. In static systems, the predetermined
timing of the signal is optimized using historically measured data. However, such systems are not able
to predict or adapt to changes in demand. Moreover, they do not deal well with accidents and other
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disturbances [10,11]. When dynamic systems are used, traffic signal timing is adapted to the current
conditions, which are measured from sensors [11]. This leads to better traffic control (TC).

Large cities usually implement a traffic monitoring system. A large number of sensors are
deployed under the pavement. TC central receives all of the information and controls the traffic
accordingly. The necessity of a large cabling infrastructure usually limits their use to central areas.
Currently, wireless sensor devices are becoming less and less expensive, which enables the rapid
expansion of monitoring system structures [12].

Hence, the sensor market has become larger, which allows the connection of more sophisticated
sensors. The usage of radar sensors or digital cameras has been increased in order to allow the
measurement of car speeds as well as general variables, such as the quantity of cars on the road to be
measured in order to inform drivers directly and avoid congestion [13].

TC systems have evolved to provide better traffic management [14]. Intelligent Transport Systems
(ITSs) are applications that provide innovative services for traffic management. ITS provide users with
better information to allow smarter, safer, and more coordinated use of ITS infrastructures. In this
paper, the authors combine ITSs with wireless communication technology (WCT) [15] systems that
are easier to install and more easily expandable to areas outside the city center. In a similar context,
Reference [16] presents a self-contained review of machine learning techniques and the Internet of
Things (IoT) applications in ITSs.

An ITS acquires plenty of information important for the optimization of traffic from sensors
installed along roads and from traffic signals. However, it is also important for communication to
be trustworthy [8,17]. Moreover, there should be no limits to the sensor coverage available to TC.
Temperature, pressure, CO2 levels, and noise are examples of data that can be used to optimize
TC [18,19].

The integration of TC is just one component of the Smart Cities (SCs). Actually, SCs encompass
other aspects of city management such as waste, energy, water supply, and water sanitation [20].

One of the main goals of the work presented in this paper is to create an independent and
secure wireless infrastructure to support ITS and SCs. Wireless technologies present advantages and
drawbacks, but the balance seems to be in favor of their use for traffic sensing and control.

The main contribution of this paper is the definition and performance analysis of a reliable
communication infrastructure for maintaining and continuously refreshing the real-time database of
sensors and actuators that support the optimization methods for intelligent traffic management.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3 presents
the development of the communication system. Section 4 presents the field tests. Section 5 presents
the experimental results. Lastly, the conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Many solutions exist with respect to wireless communications, including WiMAX, WiFi, Bluetooth,
ZigBee, UWB, NFC, RFID, and GSM [21]. There is no single solution for dealing with traffic light
control. NFC and RFID are primarily used for shorter distances than the typical distances between
traffic lights in a crossroad. The Bluetooth range is adequate for communication on the scale of a
crossroad, but it is not adequate for communication among crossroads. ZigBee has a range compatible
with relatively close crossroads. A large advantage of ZigBee is its capability to establish a mesh grid
that can achieve much larger distances as long as there are ZigBee devices to propagate the signal.
Moreover, the grid has a high level of robustness because there are many possible ways to route the
messages along the different devices, even if some devices are faulty. GSM is a reliable solution for
almost all distances, but it means that the system is dependent on a private operator. UWB and WiMax
are not yet fully established.

Hence, in this paper, we examine ZigBee as the solution. ZigBee [22–24] is a solution used for
wireless sensor networks. ZigBee devices have low power consumption due to their ability to reduce
power consumption when they enter a sleep stage.
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In Reference [25], the concept of the association of an IoT network with the interconnections of
different services in the SC structure is presented. The use of acoustic measurement sensors and air
quality is addressed to provide data about traffic congestion at the central control point. The different
styles and communication modules that make up the structure of SC are also developed.

In the traffic lights scope, data acquired in a certain location are used in that same location to
determine which roads to open based on any pre-programmed or pre-defined algorithm or local
sensors. In Reference [26], an infrastructure for vehicle communication and a control system for
intelligent speed control is used to automatically adjust vehicle speeds to the circumstances of the
road. In Reference [27], an adaptive traffic light control algorithm is presented that adjusts both the
sequence and length of traffic lights in accordance with the real time traffic detected. In Reference [28],
a Sensor Network is used for emergency vehicle alert and traffic density calculation methods using
Infrared Sensors and GPS. In Reference [10], an approach is made that includes some of the intelligent
computational methods developed in recent times: neural networks, fuzzy inference system controllers,
and machine learning. A controller that uses the Q-learning algorithm to make adaptations to the
switching time of TC signals is also developed. Two different scenarios are used to compare the
different switching time control methods. In Reference [29], a system for responding to traffic light
failures using the use of written messages via GSM is presented. Typical faults are indicated and how
the entire controller deals with a possible fault and its resolution is discussed. In Reference [30], an
adaptive system based on wireless sensors is presented in real time. It is used to collect sensor data
about the number and length of vehicles and their speed. The information is processed by a local agent
and control measures are made depending on the analysis of the data received. A comprehensive
study similar to this work using Fog Computing is presented in Reference [31]. However, it lacks
experimental results.

In the wider area scope, the central system processes the data acquired remotely in the various
locations with devices able to do so. The central system sends information to all of the local controllers
not only to improve the traffic flow in that intersection but also in the neighbor intersections. This
type of system also allows priority vehicles, like ambulances, to be tracked to accommodate easier and
quicker transportation of critical patients and public transportation priority roads. In a wider view,
such systems might also be regarded as essential elements of “Just In Time” logistics strategies [32].
The reaction capability of a system is limited to the central data analysis. Nevertheless, the central
system has to have the capacity to respond to foreseeable events [33,34].

The robustness of the TC system communications is an important issue that must be handled.
The overall TC is critical and a general failure would have very severe consequences. The choice of
communication technology may have a strong impact on the robustness. Centralized solutions are
avoided because they rely on a single central point that may fail. Mesh grids are the preferred solution
since they do not rely on a unique device to keep the traffic going [35]. Moreover, even the central
control stations may be redundant. In References [36–40], the evolution of different communication
architectures is characterized when applied to Smart Grids. Each of the different technologies currently
used is approached and comparisons are made between them, which indicates their current state of
development and application.

Compared with previous work, this paper presents the definition and performance analysis of
a reliable wireless communications infrastructure for intelligent traffic management. The system
relies on a ZigBee wireless structure. A communication protocol (CP) for packing the sensor and
actuator data into messages is defined and its performance is studied under realistic conditions outside
the laboratory.
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3. System Development

3.1. Configuration

As shown in the previous chapter, a communication system based on a mesh topology was chosen
for its robustness. The ZigBee mesh relies on the coordinator, the router, and the end-points, as shown
in Figure 1.J. Sens. Actuator Netw. 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 18 
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Figure 1. ZigBee mesh.

3.2. Protocol and Security

ZigBee implements several complex security measures to ensure secure network communication.
ZigBee implements the security measures of IEEE 802.15.4, including access control, message integrity,
message confidentiality, and replay protection [41], which adds extra security layers to the Network
and Application layers. The ZigBee security measures rely on an Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
128b encryption algorithm that is deployed with a master key pre-installed in the device. This is a link
key managed by the Application layer that is unique between two nodes, and a unique 128b key that is
shared among all nodes in a ZigBee network [42].

A 128-bit link key is shared by two devices to secure the communication between them. To
broadcast communications, all the devices share a 128-bit network key. Link keys are acquired via
key-transport, key-establishment, or pre-instalment [43].

The CP is based on a framework consisting of five fields: the start delimiter, the frame length, and
the frame data portion, which is composed of the Application Programming Interface (API) identifier
and specific data, the contents of the specific data that change according to the API identifier, and,
lastly, the checksum, which is a byte containing the hash sum of the API frame bytes.

Each sender receives feedback from each device for transmission confirmation. An encrypted
password is used to protect any relevant information at the information processing level [33,34,44].

One of the main difficulties in the traffic flow near the crossroad points is when some priority
vehicle needs to pass through a red light [45,46]. In these situations, the cars at the front of the line
usually pass the red light without permission and move to other lanes to let priority one flow through
the traffic queue. One solution for this problem is presented in this work. When a priority vehicle is in
an emergency state, an onboard controller communicates with the cloud, coordinating with the central
platform to determine the best route available and determining the traffic light network accordingly.
Therefore, a vehicle priority parameter is introduced into the developed CP that may also be used
for emergency vehicles or public buses [47–49]. The same solution can be foreseen for transportation
corridors radiating and coming from the airport [50,51].

The diagram of vehicle priority parameters is shown in Figure 2.
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The CP used to communicate between every pair of devices in the grid is shown below. For the
prototype, no size optimization of the message length is implemented to allow message readability.
The validation of the presence and absence of deadlocks is needed to develop a more complete version
of the CP. The hash symbol (#) is used as a general separator, and STARTER is used as a message starter.
The CP prototype format is:

STARTER#INTERSECTION#TRAFFICLIGHT#PRIORITY#
OPERATIONMODE#ORDER#PASSWORD#CRC

For a better visualization of the developed CP, a diagram was created, and this is shown in
Figure 3.
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To confirm the correct reception of the complete message with the correct parameters that obeys
the developed CP, one regular expression is written and tested out:

STARTER#[0-9]{3}#([0-9]{3}|ALL)#[0-1]{1}#
(MANUAL#(RED|YELLOW|GREEN))|(AUTO#(ON|DANGER))#PASSWORD#CRC

Regular expressions are formally used to ease the implementation and testing of the CP. The
password is not transmitted with the message. The password field is reserved for an encrypted
key to hide the real password using public/private keys. If the coordinator needs to send a specific
non-prioritized red-light manual order to the third traffic light at intersection number 15, the message
sent, according to this CP, is the following one:

STARTER #015#003#0#MANUAL#RED#PASSWORD#CRC

If the coordinator needs the intersection to enter the self-management automatic mode, the
message is:

STARTER #015#ALL#0#AUTO#ON#PASSWORD#CRC

Broadcast messages are used by the coordinator to send information to all devices. Each
device checks if it is the recipient of the message or not. Figure 4 shows the flowchart of the
communication system.
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4. Experimental Setup

A prototype was developed to test the proposed system. The prototype was composed of an
energy storage unit like a battery or a Power Bank and four traffic lights with three lights in which
each corresponded to the standard colors of red, yellow, and green.

For the performance of the communication system, two subsystems were developed including
one static, which was kept in the same location, and one mobile, which was used to carry out the
measurements along a distance. A diagram of the static system used in this test to broadcast a signal
received by the mobile system is shown in Figure 5.
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The components of the static system are shown in Figure 6. Modules 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the
numbers used in Figure 5.
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4.1. Case Study A—Communication Devices

For the first test, two microcontrollers and three communication driver devices were used. With
these, a network between two routers (in AT mode) and a coordinator (in API mode) was formed. The
coordinator was connected to a computer running MATLAB code to receive and send data. Using
the X-CTU, the program used for interfacing with the ZigBee communication devices, it was possible
to access the list of packets received on the coordinator. A testing program was loaded into each of
the routers to transmit data to the coordinator. The test program consisted of increments of a number
every five seconds.

Tests were conducted to check the limits of the various communication devices. Treatment and
data analysis were conducted in MATLAB.

4.2. Case Study B—Interference Frequency of Communication Devices

A test was implemented to assess the existence of interference within the 2.4 GHz frequency range.
The communication devices used to perform these initial tests were the ones with higher transmission
power. However, these devices use the same frequency range as the WiFi routers. For that reason,
and because one of the main objectives of this work was to test this prototype under SC Grids, the
frequency interference was tested.

To perform this test, one configurable router with WiFi CP 802.11 and the norms b/g/n with 13
channels available were set up near the coordinator to assess whether the connection was initially
established, whether all data were transferred without data loss, and whether the Link Quality Indicator
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(LQI), which reflects the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver, were affected by the presence of the
WiFi router [52].

4.3. Case Study C—Range of Communication Devices and Signal Quality

To implement this test, a microcontroller was connected to a communication driver device in
Router API mode to transmit a message within a one-second period. Using another communication
device connected via USB and a Bluetooth GPS connected to a laptop, it was possible to register the
local coordinates and the corresponding LQI given by the network.

The MATLAB script started the Bluetooth GPS and made the necessary connections. At this point,
one new test was initiated. The GPS coordinates were saved and three LQI values were prompted to
the user. The mean point was then calculated and applied to the remaining data. Lastly, the same script
was used to process all of the tests conducted. A Google Maps figure was generated to show the map
and locations of the points in the test. The LQI was divided in two zones (Good and Fair Connections).
Using different color dots in the map, the LQI connection for each location was represented.

4.4. Case Study D—Traffic Light Operation

For the prototype construction and communications test, the structure of a few traffic lights was
modeled in a CAD program and then printed on a 3D printer, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Three-dimensional model of the prototype.

LED strips of various colors (red, yellow, and green) were used to simulate the traffic lights and
were turned on and off by a microcontroller.

Tests were conducted to ensure that the information sent or received by the devices was
interpreted correctly.

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Experimental Results for Case Study A

Five tests were conducted to verify the range, signal strength, and communication reliability in
five different situations. The communication system was composed of one coordinator (C) and two
routers (R1 and R2). The following cases were considered to check the Packet Reception Ratio (PRR):
In Case A.1, all devices were within the communication range, as shown in Figure 10 while, in Case
A.2, one device, R1, was disconnected. The other was located in the limit range, as shown in Figure 11.
In Case A.3, all devices were connected but one was in the limit range, as shown in Figure 12. In Case
A.4, one device was out of the range of the coordinator but in the range of other devices, as shown
in Figure 13. Case A.5 was the same as Case 4 and all devices kept the same positions except for the
device closer to the coordinator, which was moved to the limit range of the coordinator [33,34], as
shown in Figure 14.
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Special care was given to the analysis of packet losses. To evaluate the ratio between sent and
received packets, a PRR was defined. The routers were programmed to send an ASCII character with a
number increasing from zero for each packet sent with a five second delay. The PPR was defined by:

PRR =
pr
ps

=
pr

pr + pnr
(1)

where pr is the number of packets received, ps is the number of packets sent, and pnr is the number of
packets not received.

Table 1 details the results.

Table 1. Results achieved in test 5.1.

Cases
Data Analysis

Source Mean Time
per Packet (s)

Maximum Time per
Packet (s)

Minimum Time per
Packet (s)

Packet Reception
Ratio (PRR)

Case 1
Router 1 5.0068 5.0340 4.9730 97.33

Router 2 5.0047 5.0380 4.9460 100

Case 2
Router 1 (OFF) NA NA NA NA

Router 2 6.1841 26.4100 0.7650 79.80

Case 3
Router 1 5.0083 5.1250 4.8730 96.34

Router 2 5.3491 31.1570 4.6940 92.68

Case 4
Router 1 5.0059 6.5560 3.4710 97.65

Router 2 5.0003 6.6680 3.3680 95.35

Case 5
Router 1 6.6024 20.1980 2.0120 74.75

Router 2 10.8373 127.3110 1.7620 44.33

Case A.1 Results: For this case, two routers, R1 and R2, were within their expected ranges.
As expected, the PRR was around 97% for R1 and 100% for R2 (in the experiments made). The small
percentage of packets lost was likely caused by the delays in the initialization process.

As expected, there were no major delays in the packet reception. The expected five-second delay
was obtained with very low variance. The time intervals between the data received for this case are
shown in Figure 15. In this and remaining figures, the horizontal axis “Data” label represents the
number of packets sent.

Case A.2 Results: For this case, router R2 was placed in its range limit. Degradation of the PPR was
expected. This was confirmed, as the PPR was worse than in Case 1. However, a nearly 80% PRR does
not compromise the system, since, in real cases, the coordinators would be set in API mode. Therefore,
the system can always resend the message. In this case, the mean packet reception time was increased
by about one second. The time intervals between the data points received are shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 15. Case A.1: Time intervals between the data points received.
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Figure 16. Case A.2: Time intervals between the data points received.

Case A.3 Results: In this case, R1 was placed between the limit range router R2 and the coordinator
to improve the PRR of R2. Due to some issues at the start of the test, the first packet took a longer
time to arrive at the coordinator. Therefore, the initial points shown in Figure 17 can be ignored.
Nevertheless, the PRR increased as expected.
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Figure 17. Case A.3: Time intervals between the data points received without the initial points.
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Case A.4 Results: In this case, R1 was within range, and R2 was located outside the
coordinators’ range.

The relations between the packets received by the routers are shown in Figure 18. The PRR
remained above 90%.
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Figure 18. Case A.4: Time intervals between the data points received.

Case A.5 Results: This case corresponded to the worst-case scenario. It combined Cases A.3 and
A.4, i.e., R1 was placed in the range limit and R2 was placed out of range of the coordinator. The
influence of the transmission of all communications of R2 through R1 at its limit range is shown in
Figure 19.J. Sens. Actuator Netw. 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 18 
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Figure 19. Case A.5: Time intervals between the data points received.

A much greater number of packets was lost. Table 1 shows that this is the worst scenario with the
lowest packet reception ratio.

For a better comparison of all five cases, the results are plotted together to show which scenario
gives the best packet reception ratio. Figure 20 shows that the proximity of the routers and coordinator
resulted in a better performance of the transmission of information. Case 5 had the largest distance
between the routers and coordinator, as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 20. Graphical comparison of the five cases tested in case study A

5.2. Experimental Results for Case Study B

In this case, the effect of a WiFi router operating in the same 2.4 GHz band was studied. By
switching on and off, the WiFi router in the proximity of one of the prototype devices caused the
connection to experience some instability. However, the connection was always re-established after
a few seconds. This test was an ON-OFF test to verify the system’s tolerance against failures and
interference of other equipment. This is an important issue for the overall system reliability. However,
a complete test exploiting the robustness of the system against multiple combinations of failures and
types of interference is underway. This case study illustrates that the system is robust against a router
interference in the same frequency band and recovers to normal operation in a few seconds.

5.3. Experimental Results for Case Study C

This case consisted of varying the distance between the static device and the mobile device to
check the PRR variation with distance.

Three types of antenna were tested: chip, wired, and external RPSMA antennas. The results show
that the range of specifications for each device does not correspond to the range achieved using that
type of antenna. The range of the devices tested was nearly 16 times lower than the announced value.

In Figure 21, the results collected from using a chip antenna with a Google Maps view in an urban
environment are shown. The green and red circles correspond to good connection or fair connection
quality, as explained in Table 2 and Figure 22.
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Table 2. Results achieved in test 5.3.

Points
Data Analysis

Longitude Latitude Mean Link Quality Indicator (LQI) (0–255) Observations

Point 1 –9.139066 38.736697 255 Connection established

Point 2 –9.139023 38.736705 254.7 Good connection

Point 3 –9.138960 38.736709 250.7 Good connection

Point 4 –9.138874 38.736723 241 Good connection

Point 5 –9.138805 38.736771 210.3 Good connection

Point 6 –9.138753 38.739775 150.3 Fair connection

Point 7 –9.138691 38.736782 70.7 Fair connection

Point 8 –9.138633 38.736782 38.3 Fair connection

Point 9 –9.138565 38.736787 0 Connection lostJ. Sens. Actuator Netw. 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 18 
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Figure 22. Graphical comparison of all Link Quality Indicator (LQI) values acquired in test 4.3.

The results were compiled in a table and a graph was plotted with all of the information gathered.
Table 2 shows the results obtained in this test for the longitude, latitude, and mean LQI.

Figure 22 shows the results obtained in Figure 21 and Table 2.
One possible solution for this case is the use of an external antenna connected to the RP-SMA plug.

Other alternatives are now being considered under other frequency ranges to increase the outdoor
(line of sight) and indoor ranges.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposed an alternative, upgraded solution to outdated traffic control systems,
which implements a communication network using grid-based wireless devices with application in
aerotropolis areas. The communications network shows high performance for the simulated traffic
control system while also providing secure network communication. In a dynamic intelligent transport
system, it is necessary to add, replace, or remove devices from the grid. The used communications
drivers were shown to be capable of integrating a self-forming network without the need for manual
reconfiguration. Possible failures of devices are compensated by the other devices to allow the
adjustment of routes. As for communication robustness, the communication devices were found to give
satisfactory results, especially when used in a grid. Tests were performed in limited distance situations.
The results were positive, which indicated that the communication between devices can maintain
a decent packet received ratio. Other algorithms could be tested and implemented. However, this
article focused on the validation of a wireless infrastructure for traffic light control. This infrastructure
may support traffic control optimization, which is a topic of research in line with this work. The
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integration of smart traffic lights into a dynamic intelligent transport system lays the foundation for
better utilization of roads and special corridors. This process limits the number of traffic jams, improves
the air quality, and provides greater sustainability in aerotropolis areas.
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